Full-Mode Direct-S Illumination by Vertical
and Horizontal Vibrators
Introduction
A direct-S mode is an S mode generated directly at a source station, not at an interface near a source station.
Full-mode S data are horizontal-geophone data that contain four S-mode reflections: P-Sr, P-St, Sr-Sr, and StSt. In this notation, subscripts r and t refer to “radial” and “transverse” geophones, respectively. This brochure
shows that a vertical vibrator creates low-cost full-mode, direct-S illumination equivalent to S illumination
produced by two orthogonal (X-Y) horizontal vibrators, the traditional, more expensive way that industry has
been generating full-mode direct-SV illumination.
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Radiation Patterns Produced by a Vertical Vibrator
Finite-difference modeling verifies that small irregularities that introduce minor variations in stiffness coefficients
in a medium near a source station have strong effects on P and S radiation patterns generated by a vertical
vibrator. Examples are shown in Fig.1 where an irregularity 20-ft wide and 10-ft deep is positioned 5-ft from a
source station. In Fig. 1a, this small irregularity is 30% stiffer (faster velocity) than the surrounding medium. In
Figs. 1b and 1c, the irregularity is 30% softer (slower velocity) than the medium. Vp/Vs in the medium is 4 in
Figs. 1a and 1b and is 2 in Fig. 1c. Optimal imaging occurs when a rich amount of SV energy propagates from
a source station at takeoff angles ranging from 0° (vertical) to 30° from vertical. Fig. 1 shows these small, nearsource irregularities cause SV energy to propagate at takeoff angles that span this critical illumination aperture.
This modeling also confirms that a greater amount of SV energy is in SV lobes that are oriented toward weaker
(slower velocity) near-source areas. Fig. 2 shows common near-source irregularities encountered in field work.

Vertical-Vibrator Illumination versus X-Y Horizontal-Vibrator Illumination
The diagrams in Fig. 3 are map views looking down on a vertical-vibrator source station surrounded by 3C
receiver stations. Arrows pointing away from the source station represent direction and strength of direct-SV
radiation produced by a vertical vibrator, with stronger SV radiation indicated by longer arrows. As demonstrated
in Fig. 1, small variations in stiffness coefficients around a source station cause lengths (strengths) of SV
radiation vectors to vary with azimuth. The +X components of SV radiation vectors pointing into quadrants A
and B in Fig. 3a sum to create vector 1 in Fig. 3b; -Y components of SV vectors in quadrants A and D sum to
form vector 2; -X components of SV vectors in quadrants C and D sum to create vector 3; and +Y components
of SV radiation vectors in quadrants B and C sum to form vector 4. In Fig. 3b, vector 3 can be folded into vector
1 to create vector 5 in Fig. 3c by simply reversing the algebraic sign of all horizontal-geophone data recorded by
receiver stations in quadrants C and D. Similarly, vector 2 can be folded into vector 4 to create vector 6 (Fig. 3c)
by reversing the polarity of all horizontal-geophone data in quadrants A and D. Vectors 5 and 6 in Fig. 3c, which
are extracted from vertical-vibrator data, are equivalent to SV displacements created when horizontal vibrators
create 2 orthogonal SV displacements at a source station.

Extension to Vertical-Vibrator 2D Profile Data
Typical Source Stations Involve Local Irregularities

Fig. 2

The analysis described in Fig. 3 applies when 3D data
are acquired with vertical vibrators and 3C geophones.
Controlling S-wave data polarity is more challenging when
vertical-vibrator data are acquired as a 2D profile. Assume
2D3C data are acquired along the Y axis in Fig. 3c. SV radial
data (vectors 2 and 4 in Fig. 3b) can still be summed to
create a consistent SV inline polarity (vector 6, Fig. 3c) at all
source stations. However, there are no receivers left or right
of the profile that provide data to create vectors 1 and 3 (Fig.
3b) needed to construct a consistent SV crossline polarity
(vector 5, Fig. 3c). In 2D profiling, one has to either abandon
using crossline horizontal-geophone data for imaging or
devise a procedure that recognizes when near-source
irregularities cause the vector sum of SV displacements 1
and 3 to reverse polarity. Procedures that implement this
latter option have been proposed but have not been tested
at the time of this writing.

Extension to Vertical-Vibrator VSP Data
Consider data generated at the vertical-vibrator source station in Fig. 3 that are recorded by VSP geophones
positioned in a well offset a significant distance in the +Y direction from the source. Inline VSP horizontal
geophones will be activated only by SV radiation contained in vector 4 (Fig. 3b) directed at the VSP well. There
are no VSP geophones in the -Y direction from the source to record SV energy contained in vector 2. Likewise,
there are no VSP receivers left or right of the Y axis that allow crossline SV energy represented by vectors
1 and 3 to be captured so that vector 5 can be constructed. If the vector sum of vectors 1 and 3 is zero, no
transverse-S data will be recorded. If zero-offset VSP data are recorded, receivers are directly beneath the
source station. In this case, any outcome can occur. For example, if vectors 1 and 3 are equal amplitude, and
vectors 2 and 4 are also equal amplitude, then neither radial nor transverse S-mode data are recorded, even
though robust radial and transverse vectors 5 and 6 (Fig. 3c) are created in 3D data acquired across this VSP
well.
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